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When one door closes another door opens; but we so often look so long and 
regretfully upon the closed door, that we do not see the ones that open for us.

—Alexander Graham Bell 

Covid-19 restrictions forced the 
door closed on summer camps 

and Fall Festival, but the beautiful 
Maple Hill Gardens opened new 
opportunities for Beaver Brook and 
the community to come together and 
celebrate nature.

Music in the Gardens delighted 
audiences with three concerts featuring 
brass and string musicians from 
Symphony NH. The performances 
were so well received, we’re hoping to 
continue the series this coming spring. 
Thank you to Lumbard & Kellner for 
sponsoring this event and to Symphony 
NH for partnering with us.
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The Beaver Brook Log is a 
publication of Beaver Brook 

Association, Inc., a non-
profit organization founded 
in 1964, dedicated to land 

conservation and environ-
mental education. Contribu-

tions to the Log of manuscripts, photos, 
illustrations, and news are welcome and 
encouraged. Please remember to include 
contact information with all submissions.
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BEAVER BROOK’S FIRST ONLINE AUCTION 
Watch for information on Beaver Brook’s 
first online silent auction coming in 
February 2021. 

Now accepting auction donations, 
including gift cards and experiences 
that can be auctioned online. 

Please call BBA trustee Anna Birch at 
603-433-2484 or email Becky Kellner 
at bkellner@bbanature.org with inquiries 
or donations.

mailto:bkellner@bbanature.org
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FACING UNCERTAINTY: Managing through the Pandemic By Thom Davies

Nonprofit organizations such as Beaver 
Brook Association are businesses that don’t 

turn a profit. Instead, they rely on revenue from 
memberships, donations, educational programs, 
events, and interest on endowed assets. 
Early Impact
Even though our maple trees had already been tapped, 
we had to cancel our remaining maple sugaring 
programs. Then schools closed and we lost the revenue 
generated by educational field trips. 
Activities and Revenue Cease
School closures and cancelled spring field trips meant 
that we no longer needed our contracted teachers. 
The uncertainty of job security forced several of these 
talented instructors to look for employment elsewhere. 
The Office Closes and Traditional Summer Camp 
Programs Are Canceled
We closed the administrative offices for the safety of 
our volunteers, visitors, and staff. Current technology 
allowed many to work from home while the outside 
staff and volunteers continued while practicing social 
distance guidelines. 
We Close the Trails—Not a Popular Decision
Quarantining at home and the quest for “boredom 
busting” activities found many people hiking the 
Beaver Brook trails causing the trailhead parking lots 
to become overcrowded. 

Even though New Hampshire had very few 
Covid-19 cases, concern that the influx of people from 
heavily impacted states would spread the virus rapidly.

The State of New Hampshire had already closed 
several state parks and many beaches to prevent 
“superspreader” gatherings. The move was quickly 
followed by the Hollis Conservation Commission 
closing all hiking trails as well. 

Thinking “Outside the Box”
In June, New Hampshire began allowing small 
outdoor activities. Beaver Brook redesigned the 
education calendar and was able to offer 125 
new programs to over 3,334 people. In addition, 
customized retreats and outreach programs for the 
Nashua Police Athletic League Safehaven, SV Boys 
and Girls Club, Colonial Garden Club, local libraries, 
and other groups served another 250 people.   
Revenue Lost
Conservative estimates of Beaver Brook’s 2020 revenue 
losses are between $80,000 and $100,000 (this does 
not include anticipated impact from the pandemic in 
2021). Without other sources of income those losses 
would never be replaced. 
Recouping Our Losses
Friends of Beaver Brook donated over $8,000 through 
NH Charitable Foundation’s 24-hour NHGives 
fundraiser, and our Bridge the Gap fundraising 
initiative doubled its goal of $25,000. Ironically, the 
closure of our trails led to an immediate increase in 
new membership donations, which helped to further 
offset the revenue losses.

Finance Director Joyce Woodrow secured 
both Payroll Protection Plan and New Hampshire 
Nonprofit Emergency Relief Fund money to further 
help cover expenses. 
Beaver Brook Looks toward the Future
The decision to close hiking trails at the onset of the 
pandemic served to reinforce the importance of our 
nature center and the 40 plus miles of hiking trails.

Thanks to the vision of our founders, the 
motivation of our staff, teachers, and volunteers as 
well as the generosity of our donors, Beaver Brook will 
continue to serve the community well into the future. 

Participants in BBA programs have been careful and respectful of others during the 
pandemic

Mary Burdett points out her favorite tree for Beaver Brook’s 30-day Be Outside 
Challenge on Instagram. 



Even adults enjoy our Nature Play Area

Outdoor walking meditation can help regain balance. Take a barefoot walk to get in 
touch with the earth.

Happy campers who shared their storywalk photo with us

Fitness and hiking afterschool

Students learn teamwork while putting up a tent for the first time

Building fairy houses outside is a relaxing activity during a pandemic



Jackie Robidoux offers wildlife tracking and trail camera classes at BBA

Forest Bathing can happen any time of the year. Relax and use your senses to be 
present in nature.

BBA challenged people to take self-
guided hikes and find special features 
like Picnic Rock, the Falls, letterboxes, 
and other treasures in the woods. Draven as dendrophile

This visitor was not alone in his appreciation of the Storywalks at two locations in BBA
Ellen Walker of Hollis Colonial Garden 
Club shows her fresh herb wreath

Chick Wetherbee teaches fire by friction 
classes

BBA started a new afterschool trail running club this fallHow many students to encircle a giant oak on the Big Tree Trail
Bicycling, bird-watching, and fishing 
have increased during 2020
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HISTORY CORNER: 
Nature Walks with Jeff Smith

Many will remember the woods walks 
that Jeff Smith guided throughout his 

life, whether part of a local school field trip 
or during one of his Beaver Brook nature 
walks. Jeff Smith, along with his cousin Hollis 
Nichols, were the co-founders of Beaver 
Brook. Jeff ’s life was deeply embedded in the 
mission of Beaver Brook Association. He was 
always out walking the land and sharing his 
knowledge and love of the land with the wider 
community, often wearing his trademark black 
high-top Converse sneakers. We are all more 
fortunate because of his passion and work. 
Guided walks are still the backbone of our 
programming at Beaver Brook. A variety of 
outdoor programs help the public explore the 
outdoors safely year-round and teach people 
how to notice, appreciate, and conserve nature. 
Jeff started us all out on the right foot! 

Wednesday Nature Walks: Fall 1981
Wednesday nature walks start again on September 9 and will 
leave from Jeff Smith’s house on Love Lane at 9:00 a.m. returning 
around noon. Those of us with the time and inclination can use 
this opportunity to acquire nature information while enjoying some 
healthful exercise and the company of other nature appreciators.

Top row (l to r): Cheryl Liebling, Nona Bauer, Jeff Smith, June Litwin, Jean Holt, Janet Pitman, 
unknown, unknown. Bottom row (l to r): Jeff Sawdon, Carol Sawdon, Barbara Coughlin, Harriet 
Chaplin, Hope Mercer.

FREE AIR LIFE By Celeste Barr

The Norwegians (the second happiest people in the world after the Danes) have a word friluftsliv 
(pronounced free-loofts-liv) meaning “free air life.” Free air living is participating in outside activities 

regardless of temperature—the thought being there is no bad weather, just inappropriate outdoor apparel. 
Spending more time outside during winter months can be a new adventure, but it need not be uncomfortable.

There is great beauty and plenty of wildlife activity in the winter 
months as well as many health benefits:

• Walking outside three times a week has been correlated to 
lower incidence of cold and flu (and quicker recovery time.)

• Going outside in winter can reduce symptoms of Seasonal 
Affective Disorder: depression, fatigue, loneliness, and lethargy. 

• Meeting outside with friends is a safe way to retain social 
connections.

• Walking and other outdoor activities increase serotonin and 
elevate mood.

• Spending time outdoors decreases blood pressure, anxiety, and 
lowers cortisol and adrenaline, the “stress hormones.”

For more information, read instructor Lindsey Shaklee’s Happiness 
Is a Walk in the Woods brochure.

https://www.beaverbrook.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/DOC110320-003.pdf
https://www.beaverbrook.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/DOC110320-003.pdf
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Everyone hiking Beaver Brook Trails are well 
aware of the difficulties posed this year by the 

pandemic and requisite safety concerns. Our annual 
observance of National and New Hampshire Trail 
workdays usually scheduled in June and July were 
unfortunately cancelled. 

As of this writing we have been back to normal 
trail access for many months. Relatively dry weather 

has trails firm and in good condition with a bonus of 
colorful fall foliage. 

Beaver Brook is pleased to welcome new Monitors 
to our volunteer trail crew: Barbara Kowalski will help 
to monitor conditions on the Beaver Brook Trail/
Cabins/Red Pine Trail network and Linda LaFlamme 
will monitor the J. Smith/Wood Duck/Tupelo Loop. 
Monitors are frequent hikers who will assist our 
Trail Maintainers by providing an extra set of eyes to 
identify problem trail conditions. 

All trails have full volunteer coverage for 2020. 
All bridges, boardwalks, corduroy, etc. continue to 
be inspected and will be repaired as necessary. All 
reported downed trees have been quickly removed so 
trails should be clear. Trailhead signs, markers, and 
kiosks are in good condition. 

We currently have a full complement of Trail 
Maintainers and Monitors providing trail coverage. 
However, opportunities do occur and anyone 
interested in volunteering for this activity should 
contact the Beaver Brook office at (603) 465-7787 for 
more information.

BBA 
TRAIL 

NOTES
Glenn Lloyd
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Celeste Barr
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Alex Woodrow

HIKE IT ALL

Twenty-six Beaver Brook members completed the Hike It All challenge and earned 
their Beaver Brook bandana. Congratulations to hikers of all ages and abilities! 

Visit https://www.beaverbrook.org/hike-it-all-beaver-brook/ for more details. 
And for those looking for an additional challenge— complete the winter Hike It 

All during the official winter season (December 21, 2020–March 20, 2021) to earn the 
new Beaver Brook Buff!

Katie the dog (honorary member) The Curley family completed the Beaver Brook Hike it All Trail Challenge and received their trail bandanas

https://www.beaverbrook.org/hike-it-all-beaver-brook/
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TRAILS FOR PEOPLE AND WILDLIFE ON BEAVER BROOK 
ASSOCIATION LANDS By Jim Oehler

For many of us, one of the most enjoyable parts of 
the day is when we head out to the Beaver Brook 

Association (BBA) trails to take a walk in the woods 
and unwind after a long day of school or work. Part 
of that enjoyment is seeing and hearing the wildlife 
around us—seeing a turtle basking in the sun on the 
Wildlife Pond, hearing the “teacher, teacher, teacher” 
song of the ovenbird along the Old City Trail, or 
seeing a beaver swimming along looking for the next 
tree to cut down to add to its food cache, lodge, or 
dam. It’s almost as if we are one with nature, but it 
may not always be the case. 

Some wildlife certainly get used to our presence in 
the woods and on the trail, but not all do. Trail use can, 
and does, have impacts on wildlife including reduced 
abundance, reproduction, and survival. Researchers 
in Ontario, Canada, found that the density of forest 
birds, particularly those species that nest or forage 
on the ground, was significantly lower on conserved 
lands containing numerous trails. Fewer birds mean 
fewer nestlings being produced through the years to 
help maintain local and even worldwide populations 
(remember many birds spend their winters in South 
and Central America). 

For several years researchers in Connecticut 
tracked a stable population of wood turtles on a 
400-acre reserve. When the property was opened 
to public recreation, including hiking and fishing, 
that population steadily declined. After eliminating 
other causes, it was determined the decline was due 
to disturbance, collection, and increased predation 
associated with human activity. 

A 2016 review of 274 studies conducted mostly 
in North America and Europe found that regardless 
of the type of outdoor recreation we engage in and 
regardless of where we do it, we are likely having a 
negative impact on some wildlife. Although wildlife 
conservation is often a goal of conserving lands, we 
may not be achieving that goal if those lands are 
riddled with trails and human disturbance.

How do we reap the physical and emotional 
benefits of connecting with nature without having a 
negative impact on the wildlife? Several years ago NH 
Fish and Game developed a mapping tool to help land 
managers site recreational trails in the most wildlife-
friendly way possible. Referred to as “Trails for People 

and Wildlife” (wildnh.com/trails) the mapping tool 
highlights areas particularly important for wildlife and 
areas more suitable for trail development. It is based 
on the following principles:
• Avoid special habitat areas such as wetlands and 

shrublands that are home to several species of 
conservation concern.

• Route trails away from wet areas to reduce 
disturbance to waterfowl, wetland birds, and turtles. 
Adjoining upland areas are also important travel 
corridors for a variety of mammals.

• Route trails along habitat edges. Although also 
important for wildlife, impacts of trails will be 
greater if placed in the middle of a field that may 
be home to bobolinks or a patch of young forest or 
shrubland that may be home to state-endangered 
New England cottontails.

• Avoid steep slopes that are important areas for 
peregrine falcons, bobcats, and rare small-footed bats 
to raise their young.

• Avoid known locations of rare species.
After evaluating how a trail system may fit within 
these principles, it’s important to look at the trails’ 
corridor of influence. Wildlife can see and hear you 
coming from quite a distance. In general, amphibians 
and reptiles will commonly flee within 60 feet of 
disturbance, birds will become disturbed and alert 
within 150 feet of disturbance, while mammals can 
hear you coming up to 400 feet away. Most mammals 
in our area likely won’t be heavily impacted by our 
presence in the woods. Raccoons, coyotes, foxes, bear, 
fisher, and small mammals are generally accustomed to 
our presence and their populations are not suffering. 
Otter and mink, which are a bit more secretive, may 
be impacted in areas with higher trail densities, 
particularly near wetlands and streams where they 
spend most of their time. Certainly many types of 
birds, reptiles, and amphibians would be impacted.

So how do the trails at Beaver Brook stack up? 
Much of the 32 miles of trails on BBA lands in Hollis 
and Brookline traverse some of the most important 
wildlife habitats on the property (Map 1). Trails loop 
all the way around the Wildlife Pond, Spadderdock 
Pond, and the entire Beaver Brook system that runs 
through the property. Trails are also located close 
to the two remaining stream systems—Rocky Pond 

http://wildnh.com/trails
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Brook and the unnamed stream that flows from the 
old mill site off of Rocky Pond Road south to the 
Wildlife Pond. French Meadow is less impacted by a 
single trail that bisects it.

If you look at the corridor of influence for 
mammals (remember mammals can be disturbed 
up to 400 feet away), we find that only 356 acres 
remains undisturbed by human activity (21% of BBA 
land; Map 2). All of the wetland and stream systems 
mentioned above are entirely encapsulated by the 
400-foot corridor of influence. Possibly we would see 
more otter and mink sign if there were fewer trails 
impacting those important habitats. 

Bird habitat is faring better, but we still see 
significant impacts. Almost half of the bird habitat 
on BBA land is impacted (Map 3). Undisturbed 
habitat patches range from <1 acre to 102 acres with 
most being <10 acres. Consider that scarlet tanagers 
require woodland patches of >40 acres to be present, 
while wood thrush, black-throated blue warblers, and 
ovenbirds need >250 acres of woodland habitat. Only 
8 patches meet the 40-acre minimum and none meets 
the 250-acre minimum. Although the minimum patch 
size pertains to intact forest that is not impacted by 
residential or commercial development, it is clear 
that if there were more, larger patches of trail free, 
undisturbed habitat, there would be more woodland 
songbirds using BBA lands. And again, the corridor 
of influence for birds covers much of the important 
wetland systems where wetlands birds such as green 

herons and Virginia rails could reside. Perhaps we 
would also see more yellow warblers and common 
yellowthroats using the shrubby edges of those same 
wetlands with fewer trails. 

Because all of the wetland and stream systems on 
the property are heavily disturbed by trails, we can 
expect reptiles and amphibians such as painted turtles 
and salamanders to also be impacted. A dog romping 
off a nearby trail through a vernal pool can damage 
egg masses of salamanders and frogs. Turtles are more 
susceptible to collection when there are lots of trails 
(remember the Connecticut example). Because they are 
such poor reproducers, the collection of just a few turtles 
can have significant impacts on local populations. 

We are very fortunate to have BBA in Hollis and 
Brookline. These lands provide a refuge for us to relax 
and connect with nature. But these lands are not just 
about people. BBA also strives to provide a home for 
wildlife. Are BBA lands meeting that goal if its lands 
are riddled with trails and human disturbance? That is 
an important question that bears some consideration.

Jim Oehler is a wildlife biologist with the NH Fish and 
Game Department and a resident of Hollis. Along with a 
small team of staff, he manages over 60,000 acres of Fish 
and Game properties and 24,000 acres of conservation 
easements focused on wildlife and habitat conservation and 
compatible public recreation. He is also part of the team 
that developed the Trails for People and Wildlife model and 
guidebook. Learn more at www.wildnh.com/trails.
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DRESSING IN LAYERS By Celeste Barr

Whether doing yoga in the garden, enjoying 
outdoor meals, or going for winter 

walks, comfort can be easily adjusted by 
slipping layers on and off as activity level or 
weather changes. 

A base layer wicks sweat off your skin. 
This is important to keep you from getting 
chilled or hypothermic. They may be sold 
as outerwear such as running tights or 
long underwear. Base layer clothing is 
usually made of polyester and nylon, 
wool, or silk. Your everyday underwear 
should also wick to keep you dry and 
warm. This means not wearing cotton 
when exercising outdoors in winter.

The middle layer is an insulating layer 
to keep body heat near the skin and may 
contain one or more pieces. Some people like 
to start with a polyester top over their long 
underwear shirt and add a fleece or wool 
layer. A base layer may be running tights 
or long underwear. Don’t wear the same 
thick down jacket you wear while sitting at 
a football game when you go on a hike. You 
are likely to perspire into the down jacket and soak 
the feathers, which will ruin your insulation. Fleece 

is often a better choice and comes in light, mid, and 
heavyweight. It stays warm when wet, is breathable, 

and dries quickly.
The outer layer is sometimes called your “shell” 

and protects you from wind and rain. A 
waterproof, windproof shell goes over a fleece 
easily. Having vents in the sides of your 
jacket or underarms is a great bonus for 
quickly regulating your temperature. A rain 
shell is very good at keeping your heat in 
and protecting you from wind. It is much 
better than wearing thick winter parkas for 
winter exercise. 
Even if you don’t wear all three layers when 
you start out, it’s a good idea to pack them all 
for each outing.

Before purchasing all new gear, try 
experimenting with assorted layers of clothing 
you already have and aim to make yourself 
comfortable this winter outside.
Winter Hack
Wear pantyhose as a base layer for keeping 
heat in underneath your pants.

You can also use knee high nylons under 
your hiking socks to retain heat and reduce blistering 
and hot spots on your feet.

MAPLE HILL GARDEN:  
2020 UPDATES
by Paula Babel, BBA Head Gardener

Gardener Barbara Spuzzillo donated two granite 
benches to the Drying Garden for a 360-degree 

view of the gardens. 
The West Side Garden, located behind the barn, 

was weeded and replanted as a fall-blooming garden 
with perennial mums, autumn joy, asters, autumn 
crocus, and summer phlox.

Finally, the area behind the Autumn Garden was 
planted with milkweed, daylilies, and senna and will 
hopefully attract Monarch caterpillars in the future.

Thank you to the gardeners for their flexibility in 
scheduling as we adjusted to the “new normal” to ensure 
proper social distancing and a healthy space.
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UPCOMING EVENTS 2020–2021

ORIENTEERING: BRING YOUR OWN MAP (BYOM)* 
Date & Time: Saturday, November 14–Sunday, December 6
Fee: FREE
Hosted by UpNorth Orienteers (UNO). 
Participants will use a map and compass 
to find “control” locations in the woods. 
Beginner to advanced courses available. 
Visit the UNO website (www.upnoor.org) 
starting November 13 for downloadable 
course maps. Contact Lex and Pete 
Bundschuh at unofam@aol.com or  
(603) 465-3142 with questions.

*Please maintain 6-foot physical distancing.

NOVEMBER “BEAVER MOON” GUIDED HIKE
Date & Time: Saturday, November 28 • 6:30–8:30 p.m.
Fee: $15/$13.50 Member
Join BBA Naturalists for a Full Moon Night Hike around the trails 
of Beaver Brook. Return to Maple Hill Farm for warm beverages 
and provisions after the hike. Dress in layers.

GREENS GATHERING & WREATHMAKING
Date & Time: Wednesday, December 2 • 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m. 
or 1:00–3:30 p.m.
Location: Indoors Brown Lane Barn or Open Air Granite Room and 

Outdoor Canopy
Fee: $25/$20 Members

Join BBA staff for a hike to gather 
greens—mountain laurel, hemlock, 
white pine, cones, and berries for 
making a holiday swag or wreath. 

Please bring clippers and a collection 
bag (some can be provided). Coffee, 

tea, and muffins served during activity. 

STAYING CALM: HERBAL STRESS RELIEF REMEDIES*
Date & Time: Sunday, December 6 • 1:00–2:30 p.m. 
Fee: $25 pp/$22 Members 
What herbs can help calm your nerves, 
strengthen resilience from stress, or help 
you sleep? What can you do to help 
lower tension? Explore and taste herbs 
that support the nervous system. Learn 
techniques to relieve stress and ways to 
promote sleep. Herbalist Rivka Shwartz 
will demonstrate how to make herbal 
infusions and decoctions. Take home 
recipes and an herb sample.

*Indoor programs require face coverings and 6-foot physical distancing.

DECEMBER “COLD MOON” GUIDED HIKE
Date & Time: Saturday, December 26 • 6:30–8:30 p.m.
Fee: $15/$13.50 Member 
Join BBA Naturalists for a Full Moon Night Hike around the trails 
of Beaver Brook. Return to Maple Hill Farm for warm beverages 
and provisions after the hike. Dress in layers.

FIRST-DAY HIKES AND CAMPFIRE 
Date & Time: Friday, January 1, 2021 
Fee: Free. Preregistration for a time slot required.

TRAIL TRACKERS
Date & Time: Wednesdays 10:00 a.m.–12:00 p.m. beginning  
January 6, 2021 
Hike up to 4 miles a day with BBA 
Naturalist Kat Dickau to get started on 
completing all 15 trails. Turn in your 
completed trail list by March 20, 2021, 
for a limited edition Beaver Brook trail 
map bandana or neck gaiter. 

STAYING HEALTHY THROUGH THE WINTER
Date & Time: Thursday, January 7, 2021 • 
6:30–8:00 p.m.
Learn to make products for warding off 
coughs, flu, and colds. 

JANUARY “WOLF MOON” GUIDED HIKE 
Date & Time: Friday, January 29, 2021 • 6:30–8:30 p.m.
Join BBA Naturalists for a Full Moon Night Hike around the trails 
of Beaver Brook. Return to Maple Hill Farm for warm beverages 
and provisions after the hike. Dress in layers.

EVERYTHING ROSES 
Date & Time: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 • 6:30 p.m.
Instructor: Rivka Schwartz 
Learn to make rose petal tea and 
rose hip jam and discuss the health 
and beauty benefits of roses. 
Demonstration of rose cordials and 
a rose sugar scrub. Take home 
recipes and an information packet.

Two Easy Ways to Register!

 (603) 465-7787  www.beaverbrook.org

All classes are held at Beaver Brook Maple Hill Farm,  
117 Ridge Road, Hollis, NH, unless otherwise noted.

http://www.upnoor.org
http://www.beaverbrook.org
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Thank you to our
CORPORATE & EVENT SPONSORS

Keefe Family F�ndati�Keefe Family F�ndati�

Lending a Helping Hand to Those in NeedLending a Helping Hand to Those in Need

Law Warehouses, Inc.

DONATE NOW

CAN YOU HELP?

Beaver Brook relies on contributions from our visitors and the 
community to maintain our lands, trails, and the many historic 

buildings used for environmental education programs.
Our funding is made possible by public support through 

memberships and contributions as well as revenue from educational 
programs, foundation grants, and an endowment fund.

We’re asking for your continued support so as a community and 
partners in nature conservation, we can continue our crucial work 
through this global crisis and well into the future.

Your gift allows us to:
• Offer year-round environmental education programs for all ages  

and income groups
• Actively manage our property and trails using sound conservation 

practices
• Continue our efforts to further protect land
By clicking on the “DONATE NOW” button above, you can make a 
tremendous difference in preserving the natural world and local rural 
characteristics of Southern New Hampshire.

Beaver Brook Association
117 Ridge Road
Hollis, NH 03049

 603.465.7787  beaverbrook.org  BeaverBrookHollis

ALWAYS CARRY THE 
BEAVER BROOK MAP 
ON YOUR PHONE!

GENERAL INFORMATION
DURING THIS TIME OF GLOBAL PANDEMIC:

• If a parking lot is full, please choose another trailhead to hike.
• Practice physical distancing of 6+ feet from other non-household members.
• Wear a mask while gathering on the site. 
• Please visit us at beaverbrook.org or on Facebook (BeaverBrookHollis) for 

current updates.

Beaver Brook trails may be accessed from several public roads and are open to the 
public, 365 days a year, from dawn until dusk. When planning your hike, consult the 
map first.

To preserve the Beaver Brook environment:

• We allow dogs on a leash and ask owners to clean up after their pets. 
• We allow horseback riders and mountain bikers on designated multi-purpose 

trails in order to prevent erosion or impact to sensitive vegetation.
• We do not allow any hunting or specimen collecting on 

Beaver Brook property.
• Motorized recreational vehicles are not allowed.

https://www.networkforgood.org/donation/MakeDonation.aspx?ORGID2=020267159&vlrStratCode=suHuoPzJi3HMcw2l9KQRkyDa2yW4jcTCERvZJzv4X3Wgzovdf8E3IWPO1GOSmK1F
https://www.networkforgood.org/donation/MakeDonation.aspx?ORGID2=020267159&vlrStratCode=0x35OLHAJefQ3bg3hIM1dHpPDykrr2AkK%2b%2bic1n8AdqPW6uFdeO7chYPFcW4pet8
http://beaverbrook.org
https://www.facebook.com/BeaverBrookHollis
http://beaverbrook.org
https://www.facebook.com/BeaverBrookHollis

